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The Complete History of the Black Death
OLE J. BENEDICTOW

Benedictow’s magisterial study draws on records from across Europe to throw light on the nature of the disease, its origin, spread, mortality, and its impact on history.

Building upon his acclaimed study of 2004, Ole Benedictow here draws upon new scholarship and research to present a comprehensive, definitive account of the Black Death and its impact on European history. The medical and epidemiological characteristics of the disease, its geographical origin, its spread across Asia Minor, the Middle East, North Africa, Europe and Russia, and the mortality in the countries and regions for which there are satisfactory studies, are clearly presented and thoroughly discussed. The pattern, pace and seasonality of the spread of the disease reflects current medical work and standard studies on the epidemiology of bubonic plague.

Benedictow’s findings make it clear that the true mortality rate was far higher than had been previously thought. In the light of those findings, the discussion of the Black Death as a turning point in history takes on a new significance.

OLÉ J. BENEDICTOW is Professor of History at the University of Oslo.

Magnificence and Princely Splendour in the Middle Ages
RICHARD BARBER

This highly-illustrated volume by bestselling author, Richard Barber, shows how medieval princes proclaimed their special status through displays of magnificence.

How do you recognise a medieval king when you see one? For those who followed the Roman emperors, the special status of royalty was asserted by their display of kingly grandeur, or ‘magnificence’. This was applied to everything: his person, his courtiers, the artists, the garments he wore, the musicians and architects he employed. Above all, it was on show in his public appearances, his feasts and ceremonies. The ‘magnificent’ collections of jewels, manuscripts and holy relics were displayed to a handful of favoured visitors. Those visitors also had to be entertained, and royal feasts developed into an amazing form of performance art.

All this is explored in this wide-ranging survey, covering the whole of western Europe, but centring on France, the wealthiest of the kingdoms, members of whose extended royal family were at different times kings of Poland, Hungary, Naples, Jerusalem, England, and, most spectacularly, dukes of Burgundy.

RICHARD BARBER is the author of numerous books on medieval history and Arthurian legend. He was visiting Professor at the University of York until 2016 and was awarded an honorary doctorate there in 2015. His major works include The Knight and Chivalry (winner of the Somerset Maugham Award in 1971), Edward Prince of Wales and Aquitaine, and The Holy Grail: the history of a legend.

Imagining Anglo-Saxon England
Utopia, Heterotopia, Dystopia
CATHERINE E. KARKOV

A fresh approach to the construction of “Anglo-Saxon England” and its depiction in art and writing.

This book suggests that what came to be called “Anglo-Saxon England” has always been an imaginary place, an empty space into which ideas of what England was, or should have been, or should be, have been inserted from the arrival of peoples from the Continent in the fifth and sixth centuries to the arrival of the self-named “alt-right” in the twenty-first. It argues that the political and ideological violence that was a part of the origins of England and the English has never been fully acknowledged; instead, the island was reimagined as a chosen land home to a chosen people, the gens Anglorum. Unacknowledged violence, however, continued to haunt “ Anglo-Saxon Studies” as a political and ideological violence that was a part of the origins of England and the English has never been fully acknowledged; instead, the island was reimagined as a chosen land home to a chosen people, the gens Anglorum. Unacknowledged violence, however, continued to haunt “ Anglo-Saxon Studies” as a discipline and Anglo-Saxonism as an ideology.

CATHERINE E. KARKOV is Professor of Art History, University of Leeds.

See also: Imagining Anglo-Saxon England (p. 18)
**ART & ARCHITECTURE**

The Art and Science of the Church Screen in Medieval Europe
Making, Meaning, Preserving
Edited by SPIKE BUCKLOW, RICHARD MARKS & LUCY WRAPSON

Fresh examinations of one of the most important church furnishings of the middle ages.

[A]n invaluable resource providing a comprehensive survey of these indispensable components of the medieval church interior. SPECULUM

Copiously illustrated and beautifully produced.

THE ART NEWSPAPER
£25/$34.95 April 2020
978 1 78327 355 9
62 colour & 77 b/w illus.; 360pp, 24 x 17, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

**HISTORY**

The Chivalric Biography of Boucicaut, Jean II le Meingre
Translated by CRAIG TAYLOR & JANE H.M. TAYLOR

The first English translation of the chivalric biography of one of France's leading figures of the middle ages.

Will be of great interest to anyone who wishes to study or teach medieval chivalry, tournaments or the crusades. FRENCH HISTORY

An important addition to the growing range of later medieval chivalric texts available to Anglophone students and scholars and...an ideal teaching resource. FRANCIA

£19.99/$25.95 March 2020
978 1 78327 462 8
304pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

Discovering William of Malmesbury
Edited by RODNEY M. THOMSON, EMILY DOLMANS & EMILY A. WINKLER

A fresh look at William of Malmesbury which not only demonstrates his real greatness as a historian and his European vision, but also the breadth of his learning across a number of other disciplines.

A rewarding book for scholars of twelfth-century England. PARERGON

£19.99/$24.95 June 2020
978 1 78327 547 2
304pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

Eyewitness and Crusade Narrative Perception and Narration in Accounts of the Second, Third and Fourth Crusades
MARCUS BULL

The idea of what an "eyewitness" account is here scrutinised through examination of key Crusading texts.

An undoubted academic tour de force. SPECULUM

£25/$34.95 June 2020
978 1 78327 537 3
406pp, 23.4 x 15.5, PB

Cruising in Context

BOYDELL PRESS

The Growth of Royal Government under Henry III
Edited by DAVID CROOK & LOUISE J. WILKINSON

A survey of the complexity and sophistication of English royal government in the thirteenth century, a period of radical change.

A valuable resource for both students and established scholars of the reign of Henry III. SESEPUNKTE

£25/$34.95 February 2020
978 1 78327 503 8
302pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

King John and Religion
PAUL WEBSTER

A study of the personal religion of King John, presenting a more complex picture of his actions and attitude.

An excellent book [that] makes an important contribution to a dynamic field of research and is both scholarly and accessible.

NOTTINGHAM MEDIEVAL STUDIES
£19.99/$24.95(s) October 2020
978 1 78327 547 2
362pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

Law, Liberty and the Constitution
A Brief History of the Common Law
HARRY POTTER

An acclaimed re-telling of the development of the common law, the spinal cord of the English body politic.

A superbly written account of the common law. LAW SOCIETY GAZETTE

£17.99/$25.95 March 2020
978 1 78327 503 8

BOYDELL PRESS

Norman Rule in Normandy, 911-1144
MARK HAGGER

A magisterial survey of Normandy from its origins in the tenth century to its conquest some two hundred years later.

Establishes a new benchmark for studies of medieval princely government and power [and adds] much greater depth to the history of ducal Normandy. FRENCH HISTORY

Makes a significant and welcome contribution to our understanding of the development of ducal rule and is likely to become an authoritative statement on the topic. PARERGA

£25/$34.95 June 2020
978 1 78327 537 3
8 b/w illus.; 824pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

Sir Thomas Gray: Scalacronica (1272-1363)
Edited and Translated by ANDY KING

Text and facing translation of one of the most important chronicles of medieval England. Handsomely produced, this edition will serve medieval historians far better than previous editions.

MEDIUM AEVUM

[The editor] has done historians a good turn in re-editing this unusually interesting chronicle, annotating it and providing text and translation on facing pages. ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW

£17.99/$29.99 September 2019
978 0 85444 079 5
352pp, 21.6 x 15.8, PB

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SURTEES SOCIETY

LITERATURE & THEATRE

Doctrina pueral
A Primer for the Medieval World
RAMON LLULL

Translated by JOHN DAGENAIS

An unforgettable introduction to the medieval world and its culture for the modern reader.

Published in association with Editorial Barcino.

£19.99/$25.95(s) October 2019
978 1 85566 309 1
288pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

TEXTOS

MEDIUM AEVUM

BARCINO-TAMESIS

PARERGON

The Chivalric Biography of Boucicaut, Jean II le Meingre
Translated by CRAIG TAYLOR & JANE H.M. TAYLOR

An important addition to the growing range of later medieval chivalric texts available to Anglophone students and scholars and...an ideal teaching resource. FRANCIA

£19.99/$25.95 March 2020
978 1 78327 462 8
304pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS

Discovering William of Malmesbury
Edited by RODNEY M. THOMSON, EMILY DOLMANS & EMILY A. WINKLER

A fresh look at William of Malmesbury which not only demonstrates his real greatness as a historian and his European vision, but also the breadth of his learning across a number of other disciplines.

A rewarding book for scholars of twelfth-century England. PARERGON

£19.99/$24.95 June 2020
978 1 78327 536 6
244pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

BOYDELL PRESS
The Manuscript and Meaning of Malory’s Morte Darthur
Rubrication, Commemoration, Memorialization
K.S. WHETTER
An examination of the rubricated letters in the Morte makes a convincing case for the design being by Malory himself. [An] original, profoundly researched, at times combative monograph. Graduate students and seasoned Malorians alike will find this book indispensable. MODERN LANGUAGE REVIEW £19.99/$24.95(s) April 2020 978 1 84384 560 7 16 colour illus., 276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB Arthurian Studies

Medieval English Theatre 41
Edited by SARAH CARPENTER, ELISABETH DUTTON, GORDON KIPLING & MEG TWCROSS
Essays on the performance of drama from the middle ages, ranging from the well-known cycles of York to matter from Iran. £35/£60.00(c) May 2020 978 1 84384 569 3 32 b/w illus.; 212pp, 23 x 16.5, PB Medieval English Theatre

The Roman de Troie by Benoît de Sainte-Maure
A Translation
Translated by GLYN S. BURGESS & DOUGLAS KELLY
The first English translation of an important twelfth-century romance, giving an account of the Trojan war and its consequences. Winner of the 2018 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award

HISTORY

Gallic Influence in the Northumbrian Kingdom
The Golden Age and the Viking Age
FIONA EDMONDS
The first full-scale, interdisciplinary treatment of the wide-ranging connections between the Gaelic world and the Northumbrian kingdom. Northumbria was the most northerly Anglo-Saxon kingdom, with an impressive landscape featuring two sweeping coastlines, which opened the area to a variety of cultural connections. This book explores influences that emanated from the Gaelic-speaking world, including Ireland, the Isle of Man, Argyll and the kingdom of Alba (the nascent Scottish kingdom), during Northumbria’s “Golden Age”, the political and scholarly high-point of the seventh and early eighth centuries. Dr FIONA EDMONDS is Reader in History and Director of the Regional Heritage Centre at Lancaster University. £60/£99(s) December 2019 978 1 78327 336 2, ebook 978 1 78744 586 4 21 b/w illus.; 322pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB Studies in Celtic History

Medieval Welsh Genealogy
An Introduction and Textual Study
BEN GUY
The first in-depth investigation of the genealogies of medieval Wales, bringing out their full significance. Genealogy was a central element of life in medieval Wales: the force that held society together and the framework for all political action. For these reasons, genealogical writing in medieval Wales, as elsewhere in Europe, became a fundamental tool for representing and manipulating perceptions of the socio-political order across historical and literary time. From its beginnings within an early medieval Insular genre of genealogical writing, Welsh genealogy developed across the Middle Ages as a unique and pervasive phenomenon. This book provides the first integrated study of and comprehensive introduction to genealogy in medieval Wales, setting it in the context of genealogical writing from Ireland, England and beyond and tracing its evolution from the eighth to the sixteenth century. Dr BEN GUY is a Junior Research Fellow at Robinson College, Cambridge. £90/£160(s) April 2020 978 1 78327 512 0, ebook 978 1 78744 801 8 10 b/w illus.; 336pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Places of Contested Power
Conflict and Rebellion in England and France, 830-1150
RYAN LAVELLE
The first full examination of why and how certain locations were chosen for opposition to power, and the meaning they conveyed. In this volume the hitherto neglected role of place and landscape in acts of opposition and rebellion is explored for its meaning and significance to the protagonists. It includes a consideration of a range of factors relevant to the choice of location for such events, and examines the declarations and motivations of political actors, from disaffected princes to independently minded nobles, as well as those who responded to rebellion, to show how places and landscapes became used in political disputes. These include both “public” and “private”, religious, urban and rural space, in England and northern France, from the late Carolingian period through to the aftermath of the Norman Conquest. RYAN LAVELLE is Professor of Early Medieval History in the Department of History at the University of Winchester. £60/£99(s) July 2020 978 1 78327 373 7, ebook 978 1 78744 801 8 10 b/w illus.; 336pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Gender in the Middle Ages
World, 900-1200
KATHERINE WEIKERT
A ground-breaking interdisciplinary approach to the medieval manor pre- and post-Conquest. The ways in which medieval manors shaped – and were shaped by – their occupants to express social authority have not yet been fully explored. This book provides a fuller account of how concepts of space and domestic place were understood, represented, and used by their occupants in England and Normandy from c. 900 to c. 1200, and how this illuminates aspects of gender and authority in the period. Blending approaches from archaeology and history, it uses evidence from Anglo-Saxon wills, standing and excavated manorial sites in England and Normandy, and a variety of written texts from vite to history to poetry, in order to delve into, deconstruct and reconstruct gendered notions of authority in the period. KATHERINE WEIKERT is Senior Lecturer in Early Medieval History at the University of Winchester. £75/£120(s) May 2020 978 1 78327 513 7, ebook 978 1 78744 576 5 2 colour & 4 b/w illus.; 320pp, 24 x 17, HB Gender in the Middle Ages
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BOYDELL & BREWER
Conquests in Eleventh-Century England: 1016, 1066
Edited by LAURA ASHE & EMILY JOAN WARD

The cataclysmic conquests of the eleventh century are here set together for the first time. Eleventh-century England suffered two devastating conquests, each bringing the rule of a foreign king and the imposition of a new regime. Yet only the second event, the Norman Conquest of 1066, has been credited with the impact and influence of a permanent transformation. The essays in this volume offer multidisciplinary perspectives on a century of conquest: in politics, law, governance, and religion; in art, literature, economics, and culture; and in the lives and experiences of peoples in a changing, febrile, and hybrid society.

LAURA ASHE is Professor of English Literature and Fellow and Tutor in English, Worcester College, Oxford; EMILY JOAN WARD is Moses and Mary Finley Research Fellow, Darwin College, Cambridge.

CONTRIBUTORS: Timothy Bolton, Stephanie Moors Christelow, Julia Crick, Sarah Foot, John Gillingham, Charles Insley, Catherine Karkov, Lois Lane, Benjamin Savill, Peter Sugirdson, Lunga, Niels Lund, Rory Naismith, Bruce O’Brien, Rebecca Thomas, Elizabeth M. Tyler, Elisabeth van Houts, Emily Joan Ward

BOYDELL PRESS

Warfare in the Norman Mediterranean
Edited by GEORGIOS THEOTOKIS

Analyses of different aspects of the history of warfare in the Mediterranean in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The kingdom of Sicily plays a huge part in the history of the Norman people; their conquest brought in a new era of invasion, interaction and integration in the Mediterranean. However, much previous scholarship has tended to concentrate on their activities in England and the Holy Land. This volume redresses the balance by focusing on the Hautevilles, their successors and their followers. It considers the operational, tactical, technical and logistical aspects of the conduct of war in the South looking also at its impact on Italian and Sicilian multi-cultural society. Topics include the narratives of the Norman expansion, exchanges and diffusion between the “military cultures” of the Normans and the peoples they encountered in the South, and their varied policies of conquest, consolidation and expansion in the different operational theatres of land and sea.

Dr GEORGIOS THEOTOKIS is Lecturer at Ibn Haldun University, Istanbul.

CONTRIBUTORS: Matthew Bennett, Daniel P. Franke, Michael S. Fulton, Serban V. Marin, David Nicolle, Francesca Petrizzo, Luigi Russo, Charles D. Stanton, Georgios Theotokis, James Titterton

BOYDELL PRESS

Kings, Lords and Courts in Anglo-Norman England
NICOLAS KARN

The first study of the origins of the lordship courts that dominated the lives of the peasantry of medieval England. About the year 1000, hundreds and shires were the dominant and probably the only local assemblies for doing legal and other business in England. Later, lords established separate courts which gave them greater autonomy: these can be seen clearly by the early twelfth century, and were the basis from which the later manorial courts, courts leet and honour courts originated. This book shows, for the first time, how they came into being.

NICOLAS KARN is Associate Professor of History in the University of Southampton.

BOYDELL PRESS
Edward I: New Interpretations
Edited by ANDY KING & ANDREW M. SPENCER

Exciting fresh perspectives on Edward I as man, king and administrator.

The reign of Edward I was one of the most important of medieval England, but the king's activities and achievements have not always received the full attention they deserve. The essays collected here offer fresh insights into Edward's own personality as well as developments in law, governance, war and culture. Edward the man emerges in chapters focusing on the administration, war and culture, and his rule is set in a British and European context.

ANDREW M. SPENCER is Senior Tutor at Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge; ANDY KING is a Lecturer in Medieval History, University of Southampton.

CONTRIBUTORS: Rod Billiard, Michael Brown, Caroline Burt, Charles Farris, Richard Huscroft, Andy King, Lars Kjaer, Kathleen Neal, Louise J. Wilkinson

£60/£99(s) February 2020

YORK MEDIEVAL PRESS

The Medieval Tournament as Spectacle
Edited by ALAN V. MURRAY & KAREN WATTS

Fresh insights into the development of the tournament as an opportunity for social display.

The period from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century witnessed a rapid development of the tournament. Alongside the original tourney—a mass battle fought between opposing armies of knights with minimal and rudimentary regulation—new forms of chivalric military contests emerged, in which entertainment featured alongside the necessity of practice for war. This volume brings together the latest research on the late medieval tournament, demonstrating how such events, particularly at the courts of France, Burgundy, England and the German principalities, were increasingly integrated in wider festivities, ceremonies and diplomatic negotiations. Published in association with the Royal Armouries, it will appeal to all those interested in chivalric culture and medieval warfare.

CONTRIBUTORS: Natalie Anderson, Cathy Blunk, Rosalind Brown-Grant, Ralph Moffat, Alan V. Murray, James Titterton, Jason-Eleftherios Tziourides, Marina V. Viallon, Karen Watts

£60/£99(s) August 2020

Royal Armouries Research Series

BOYDELL PRESS

Chronicle and Annals of Gilles le Muisit
Edited by RICHARD BARBER, Translated by DAVID PREEST

The first English translation of an important chronicle for the early years of the Hundred Years’ War.

A careful and reliable author, Gilles le Muisit, abbé of Tournai in north-east France, presents a largely realistic counterweight to the narratives of chivalrous exploits in Jean le Bel and Froissart. They, like him, cover the period from 1330 to 1351. Li Muisit’s caution about the battle of Crecy – that no-one knows what is happening in a battle – is a remarkably modern view. And his voice speaks not for the nobility, for whom war represented glory and profit, but for the defenceless and weak who were the main sufferers.

£60/£99(s) September 2020

ROYAL ARMOURIES RESEARCH SERIES

BOYDELL PRESS

Bastard Feudalism, English Society and the Law
The Statutes of Livery, 1390-1520
GORDON MCKELVIE

A fresh look at the idea of bastard feudalism, deploying little-used records to provide new insights.

Regulation of the distribution of liversies and the practice of retaining, which underpinned the so-called system of bastard feudalism in late medieval England, are the subject of this book. Rather than relying primarily on the records of noble estates, as much previous scholarship has done, it draws on the records of the court of King’s Bench, covering all 336 known cases of illegal livery and retaining over 130 years. The author examines the political events and legal processes surrounding illegal livery, by exploring the nature of the legislation and its enforcement, particularly the relationship between law-making in parliament and law-enforcement in the localities.

Dr GORDON MCKELVIE is a lecturer in History at the University of Winchester.

£60/£99(s) February 2020

YORK MEDIEVAL PRESS

The Household Roll of Eleanor de Montfort, Countess of Leicester and Pembroke, 1265
British Library, Additional MS 8877
Edited and Translated LOUISE J. WILKINSON

Edition with English translation of a document shedding huge light on one of the most important figures of her time.

The household roll of Eleanor, countess of Leicester and Pembroke, offers a fascinating insight into one of the most important domestic establishments in England during the Second Barons’ War of 1263-7. As the wife of Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, the leading figure in the Barons’ War of 1263-7. As the wife of Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, and the Lord Edward, aunt of King Henry III and the Lord Edward, the roll of Eleanor, offered by Simon de Montfort as a type of testamentary gift to the Earl of Leicester and Pembroke, 1265.

S.J. DRAKE is a Research Associate at the Institute of Historical Research. He was born and brought up in Cornwall.

£60/£99(s) December 2019

YORK MEDIEVAL PRESS

The Statutes of Livery, 1390-1520
GORDON MCKELVIE

A fresh look at the idea of bastard feudalism, deploying little-used records to provide new insights.

Regulation of the distribution of liversies and the practice of retaining, which underpinned the so-called system of bastard feudalism in late medieval England, are the subject of this book. Rather than relying primarily on the records of noble estates, as much previous scholarship has done, it draws on the records of the court of King’s Bench, covering all 336 known cases of illegal livery and retaining over 130 years. The author examines the political events and legal processes surrounding illegal livery, by exploring the nature of the legislation and its enforcement, particularly the relationship between law-making in parliament and law-enforcement in the localities.

Dr GORDON MCKELVIE is a lecturer in History at the University of Winchester.

BOYDELL PRESS

The Medieval Tournament as Spectacle
Edited by ALAN V. MURRAY & KAREN WATTS

Fresh insights into the development of the tournament as an opportunity for social display.

The period from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century witnessed a rapid development of the tournament. Alongside the original tourney—a mass battle fought between opposing armies of knights with minimal and rudimentary regulation—new forms of chivalric military contests emerged, in which entertainment featured alongside the necessity of practice for war. This volume brings together the latest research on the late medieval tournament, demonstrating how such events, particularly at the courts of France, Burgundy, England and the German principalities, were increasingly integrated in wider festivities, ceremonies and diplomatic negotiations. Published in association with the Royal Armouries, it will appeal to all those interested in chivalric culture and medieval warfare.

CONTRIBUTORS: Natalie Anderson, Cathy Blunk, Rosalind Brown-Grant, Ralph Moffat, Alan V. Murray, James Titterton, Jason-Eleftherios Tziourides, Marina V. Viallon, Karen Watts

£60/£99(s) August 2020
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Chronicle and Annals of Gilles le Muisit
Edited by RICHARD BARBER, Translated by DAVID PREEST

The first English translation of an important chronicle for the early years of the Hundred Years’ War.

A careful and reliable author, Gilles le Muisit, abbé of Tournai in north-east France, presents a largely realistic counterweight to the narratives of chivalrous exploits in Jean le Bel and Froissart. They, like him, cover the period from 1330 to 1351. Li Muisit’s caution about the battle of Crecy – that no-one knows what is happening in a battle – is a remarkably modern view. And his voice speaks not for the nobility, for whom war represented glory and profit, but for the defenceless and weak who were the main sufferers.

£60/£99(s) September 2020
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Bastard Feudalism, English Society and the Law
The Statutes of Livery, 1390-1520
GORDON MCKELVIE

A fresh look at the idea of bastard feudalism, deploying little-used records to provide new insights.

Regulation of the distribution of liversies and the practice of retaining, which underpinned the so-called system of bastard feudalism in late medieval England, are the subject of this book. Rather than relying primarily on the records of noble estates, as much previous scholarship has done, it draws on the records of the court of King’s Bench, covering all 336 known cases of illegal livery and retaining over 130 years. The author examines the political events and legal processes surrounding illegal livery, by exploring the nature of the legislation and its enforcement, particularly the relationship between law-making in parliament and law-enforcement in the localities.

Dr GORDON MCKELVIE is a lecturer in History at the University of Winchester.

BOYDELL PRESS

The Household Roll of Eleanor de Montfort, Countess of Leicester and Pembroke, 1265
British Library, Additional MS 8877
Edited and Translated LOUISE J. WILKINSON

Edition with English translation of a document shedding huge light on one of the most important figures of her time.

The household roll of Eleanor, countess of Leicester and Pembroke, offers a fascinating insight into one of the most important domestic establishments in England during the Second Barons’ War of 1263-7. As the wife of Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, the leading figure in the Barons’ War of 1263-7. As the wife of Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, and the Lord Edward, aunt of King Henry III and the Lord Edward, the roll of Eleanor, offered by Simon de Montfort as a type of testamentary gift to the Earl of Leicester and Pembroke, 1265.

S.J. DRAKE is a Research Associate at the Institute of Historical Research. He was born and brought up in Cornwall.

£60/£99(s) December 2019

YORK MEDIEVAL PRESS
and establishes their importance in the foundation, exercised their influence publicly and privately; in the Yorkist state, and analyses the manifestation of the Roses. It allows a more detailed image of the ongoing crisis of kingship sparked by the Wars of diplomacy, warfare, court ceremony, local power-brokers. They served the king in matters of the privy seal clerk, Thomas Hoccleve; and the political culture of regulation and code-breaking, via discussion of the household ordinances of Cecily, duchess of York. See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for details of the editors and the full list of contributors.

**NEW SERIES!**

**POLITICAL CULTURE IN THE MIDDLE AGES**

**Monarchy, State and Political Culture in Late Medieval England**

Essays in Honour of W. Mark Ormrod
Edited by GWILYM DODD & CRAIG TAYLOR

New approaches to the political culture of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These essays celebrate the distinguished career of Professor W. Ormrod, reflecting the vibrancy and range of his scholarship on the structures, personalities and culture of ruling late medieval England. Encompassing political, administrative, Church and social history, the volume focusses on three main themes: monarchy, state and political culture. Particular topics addressed include Edward III’s reactions to the deaths of his kinfolk and close associates; political deflation in the fourteenth century; the function and jurisdiction of the Court of Chivalry; the working practices of the privy seal clerk, Thomas Hoccleve; and the political culture of regulation and code-breaking, via discussion of the household ordinances of Cecily, duchess of York. See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for details of the editors and the full list of contributors.

**Refashioning Medieval and Early Modern Dress**

A Tribute to Robin Netherton
Edited by GALE R. OWEN-CROCKER & MAREN CLEGG HYER

Essays on costume, fabric and clothing. All those who work with historical dress and textiles must in some way re-fashion them. This fundamental concept is developed and addressed by the articles collected here, ranging over issues of gender, status and power. Topics include: the repurposing and transformation of material items for purposes of religion, memorialisation, restoration and display; attempts to regulate dress, both ecclesiastical and secular, the reasons for it and the refashioning which was both a result and a reaction. Taken together, they honour the costume historian and editor Robin Netherton.

**BOYDELL PRESS**

**Medieval Clothing and Textiles 16**

Edited by MONICA L. WRIGHT with ROBIN NETHERTON & GALE R. OWEN-CROCKER

The best new research on medieval clothing and textiles. Following the journal’s tradition of drawing on a range of disciplines, these essays extend chronologically from the tenth through the sixteenth century and cover a wide geography. They include an examination of the lexical items for banners in Beowulf, evidence of the use of curved template for the composition in the Bayeux Tapestry, a discussion of medieval cultivation of hemp for use in textiles in Sweden, and a reading of Lady Mede’s costume in Piers Plowman.

**CONTRIBUTORS:** Melanie Schuessler Bond, John Bloch Friedman, M. Wendy Hennequin, Cynthia Jackson, Mark D. Johnston, Maggie Kneen, Gale R. Owen-Crocker, Git Skoglund, John Slefinger

**BOYDELL PRESS**

**History of Dress**

**CRUSADES**

**Refashioning Medieval and Early Modern Dress**

A Translation of the *Historia Ierosolimitana* 

**BOYDELL PRESS**

**Baldric of Bourgueil: “History of the Jerusalemites”**

A Translation of the *Historia Ierosolimitana* 

**BOYDELL PRESS**

**The Bible and Crusade Narrative in the Twelfth Century**

**KATHERINE ALLEN SMITH**

A new investigation into the twelfth-century accounts of the First Crusade, showing their complex relationship with the Bible.

The Bible exerted an enormous influence on the crusading movement: it provided medieval Christians with language to describe holy war, spiritual models for crusaders, and justifications for conquests in the East. This book offers a reappraisal of the early-twelfth-century narratives of the First Crusade as works of biblical exegesis rather than simply historical texts. It restores these works and their authors to the context of the monastic and cathedral schools where the curricula centred on biblical study, and demonstrates how the crusade’s narrators applied familiar methods of scriptural commentary to the crusade, treating it as a text which could, like the Bible, be understood through historical, allegorical, and mystical lenses.

**KATHERINE ALLEN SMITH** is professor of history at the University of Puget Sound.

**BOYDELL PRESS**
The Miraculous and the Writing of Crusade Narrative

BETH C. SPACEY

The first comprehensive study of miracles in Crusade narrative, showing how and why they were deployed by their authors.

The medieval Latin Christian narratives of the crusades are replete with references to miracles, marvels, visions, dreams, signs and augury in narratives of the crusades of 1096 to 1204 and produced between c.1099 and c.1250. It argues that as it includes many lists of individuals serving in the war, and records their presence at battles, naming more than 700 in all. Over half these individuals are French or Scottish, so it would seem that the authors had a particularly detailed knowledge of French military participation. The narrative is important for the English campaigns in Maine in the 1420s in which Fastolf was heavily involved and which otherwise receive little attention in chronicles written on either side of the Channel.

June 2020
24pp. 23 x 15.6, HB

CRUSADES / MILITARY HISTORY

The Soldiers’ Chronicle of the Hundred Years War

College of Arms Manuscript M9

Edited by ANNE CURRY & REMY AMBUHL

A previously unpublished English chronicle of the Hundred Years War covering the period 1415 to 1429, written for the English commander Sir John Fastolf.

This previously unpublished chronicle from the mid-fifteenth century covers the English wars in France from 1415 to 1429. It is highly unusual in that it was written by two soldiers, Peter Basset and Christopher Hanson. The content is unusual, as it includes many lists of individuals serving in the war, and records their presence at battles, naming more than 700 in all. Over half these individuals are French or Scottish, so it would seem that the authors had a particularly detailed knowledge of French military participation. The narrative is important for the English campaigns in Maine in the 1420s in which Fastolf was heavily involved and which otherwise receive little attention in chronicles written on either side of the Channel.

June 2020
24pp. 23 x 15.6, HB

Military Cultures and Martial Enterprises in the Middle Ages

Essays in Honour of Richard P. Abels

Edited by JOHN D. HOSLER & STEVEN ISAAC

Essays on aspects of medieval military history, encompassing the most recent critical approaches.

These essays honour the career and achievements of Richard Abels, the distinguished historian of medieval military history; in particular, they aim to reflect how the “cultural turn” in the field has led to exciting new developments in scholarship. Ranging from the late eighth century to the fifteenth, from northern England to the Levant, the chapters analyze how medieval kings and commanders practiced a genuine military science, how the meanings of victory and defeat were constructed by chroniclers and whole societies, how wars were remembered and propagated, and how religion and war mixed. See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for details of the editors and the full list of contributors.

July 2020
272pp. 23 x 15.6, HB

Jean de Bueil: Le Jouvencel

Translated by CRAIG TAYLOR & JANE H.M. TAYLOR

The first full English translation of a major text.

Le Jouvencel is one of the most important and revealing sources for the study of medieval warfare and chivalry. It tells the story of a poor young soldier whose skill at arms enables him to rise through the ranks and eventually marry a foreign princess. Jean de Bueil (1406-1477), the “plague of the English”, wrote the book around 1466, following his retirement from military service, drawing heavily upon his own experiences as one of the most prominent French soldiers of the fifteenth century. As a result, this remarkable chivalric narrative offers a window into the martial culture of French soldiers during the final stages of the Hundred Years War. This first English translation is presented with an introduction to the text and to Jean de Bueil, and explanatory notes.

July 2020
448pp. 23 x 15.6, HB

Chivalry and Violence in Late Medieval Castle

SAMUEL A. CLAUSSEN

The first full investigation in English into the role played by chivalric ideology in late medieval Castle.

The Kingdom of Castle in the late Middle Ages suffered from regular civil strife, warfare, dynastic contests, and violence. The chaos that marked this period was not mere chance, but the result of key historical developments which have not been fully examined in Anglophone scholarship. This book explores the roots of the disorder that plagued Castle in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, identifying the ideology of chivalry and its knightly practitioners as the chief instigators of the violence that destabilized the kingdom. The author argues that chivalry was far from being a code of good behaviour, scrupulously observed, but rather encouraged knights to avenge themselves violently upon their neighbours, pursue a zealous holy war against Islam, and tear at the social fabric of Castilian society.

November 2020
208pp. 21.6 x 13.8, HB
Herbert Grundmann (1902-1970)

Essays on Heresy, Inquisition, and Literacy

Edited by JENNIFER KOLPACOFF DEANE

The first English translation of seminal essays on heresy and other aspects of medieval religious history.

In the field of medieval religious history, few scholars have matched the originality of the German academic Herbert Grundmann (1902-1970) who published a series of brilliant books and articles that fundamentally reshaped how historians of culture and religion conceptualized the medieval past. Yet although later generations of scholars have since approached their research from vantage points shaped by his arguments, few of his writings have been previously accessible to an Anglophone audience. This volume presents translations of six of Grundmann’s most significant essays on the intertwined themes of medieval heresy, literacy, and inquisition. Together, they offer new access to Grundmann’s scholarship, one which will catalyze new perspectives on the medieval religious past and enable a fresh consideration of his intellectual legacy in the twenty-first century.

JENNIFER KOLPACOFF DEANE is Professor of History at the University of Minnesota, Morris.

£60/$99(s) September 2019
978 1 90315 393 2, ebook 978 1 78744 700 4
276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Heresy and Inquisition in the Middle Ages

St Stephen’s College, Westminster

A Royal Chapel and English Kingship, 1348-1548

ELIZABETH BIGGS

The first full-length account of St Stephen’s Chapel, bringing out its full importance and influence throughout the Middle Ages.

In St Stephen’s College, the royally-favoured religious institution at the heart of the busy administrative world of the Palace of Westminster, church and state met and collaborated for two centuries; it was part of the shift at Westminster from the king’s most important home into the centre of political life in the sixteenth century. This book recreates the entire world of a lost institution, bringing its growth and development vividly to life.

Dr ELIZABETH BIGGS has taught at York and the University of the West of England.

£60/$99(s) March 2020
978 1 78327 495 6, ebook 978 1 78744 872 8
276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Studies in the History of Medieval Religion

The Martyrology of the Regensburg Schottenkloster

Edited by PÁDRAIG Ó RIAIN

Edition, with introduction and notes, of important Irish liturgical texts found in Bavaria.

The earliest Irish martyrology was compiled in prose and verse at Tallaght, near Dublin, about the year 830. Little has hitherto been known of its circulation before the period 1150-60, when the surviving copy of the prose version was made. Emeritus Professor PÁDRAIG Ó RIAIN is a member of the Placenames Commission of Ireland and one of the editors of the Locus project.

£60/$99(s) December 2019
978 1 90749 736 0
263pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB

HENRY BRADSHAW SOCIETY

The Cartulary and Charters of the Priory of Saints Peter and Paul, Ipswich

Part II: The Charters

Edited by DAVID ALLEN

Edition of documents from an important East Anglian ecclesiastical institution.

The charters presented here, with full explanatory notes, complement the contents of the priory’s cartulary published in 2018. They illuminate the religious life of the priory, its community, spiritual rewards for its benefactors, steps taken to safeguard its assets, and the circumpection sometimes shown by the convent in its dealings with the powerful.

DAVID ALLEN was archivist in the Suffolk Record Office for over thirty years.

£60/$99(s) March 2020
978 1 78327 496 7
4 b/w illus.; 211pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Suffolk Charters

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Scottish Episcopal Acta

Volume II: The Early Thirteenth Century, c.1200-c.1240

Edited by NORMAN F. SHEAD

The first modern edition of the Acta of medieval Scottish bishops.

This volume brings together for the first time the 244 surviving documents issued by, or in the name of, all the Scottish bishops of the early thirteenth century, building on the previously-published twelfth-century Acta. Every Latin text is printed in full, preceded by an English summary and followed by an explanation of the date ascribed to the document and, where appropriate, textual notes and comments.

NORMAN F. SHEAD is an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Glasgow.

£40/$70(s) February 2020
978 0 90624 544 6
573pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
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Reliquary Tabernacles in Fourteenth-Century Italy

**Image, Relic and Material Culture**

*BETH WILLIAMSON*

Ground-breaking study of the unique tabernacles which for the first time combined relics and images. Images and relics were central tools in the process of devotional practice in medieval Europe. The reliquary tabernacles that emerged in the 1340s, in the area of Central Italy surrounding the city of Siena, combined images and relics, presented visibly together, within painted and decorated wooden frames. In these tabernacles the various media and materials worked together to create a powerful and captivating ensemble, usable in different contexts, both in procession and static, as a host of lesser-known memorials from throughout Europe. In turn, these monuments provide a vantage point from which to reconsider the culture of medieval marriage. 

*BETH WILLIAMSON* is Professor of Medieval Culture at the University of Bristol.

**BOYDELL PRESS**

The Fabric Accounts of St Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster, 1292-1396

Edited by TIM AYERS, Transcriptions by MAUREEN JURKOWSKI

The first publication, with English translation, of the accounts of the building of St Stephen’s Chapel. Begun by Edward I in 1292 and completed by Edward III, the rebuilding and decoration of St Stephen’s Chapel took three reigns and over 60 years. Produced by the royal Exchequer and now in The National Archives, the fabric accounts for this important complex of buildings are exceptionally rich, but have not been fully published, until now. Sixty rolls are presented here with full introduction, notes, the original text and a facing English translation.

**BOYDELL PRESS**

Stone Fidelity

Marriage and Emotion in Medieval Tomb Sculpture

*JESSICA BARKER*

Pioneering investigation of the popular "double tomb" effigies in the Middle Ages. This is the first book to address the phenomenon of the medieval "double tomb", drawing the rich history of tomb sculpture into dialogue with discourses of power, marriage, gender and emotion, and placing them in the context of ecclesiastical material culture of the time more broadly. It offers new interpretations of some of the most famous medieval monuments, such as those found in Westminster Abbey and Canterbury Cathedral, as well as drawing attention to a host of lesser-known memorials from throughout Europe. In turn, these monuments provide a vantage point from which to reconsider the culture of medieval marriage.

*JESSICA BARKER* is a Lecturer in Medieval Art at the Courtauld Institute of Art, London.

**BOYDELL PRESS**

East Anglian Church Porches and their Medieval Context

**HELEN E. LUNNON**

A major interdisciplinary study. The church porches of medieval England are among the most beautiful and glorious aspects of ecclesiastical architecture; but in comparison with its stained glass, for example, they have been relatively little studied. This book, the first detailed study of them for over a century, gives new insights into this often-overlooked element. Focussing on the rich corpus of late-medieval East Anglian porches, it begins with two chapters placing them in a broad cultural outline; it then moves on to consider their commissioning and design, their architecture and ornamentation, their use and their meaning. This book will appeal to all those interested in church fabric and function.

*HELEN LUNNON*, an Honorary Researcher in the School of Art, Media and American Studies at the University of East Anglia, is Head of Learning at Norwich Castle Museum and Art Gallery. 

**BOYDELL PRESS**

Petitions from Lincolnshire, c.1200-c.1500

Edited by GWILYM DODD & ALISON K. MCHARDY with LISA LIDDY

Stories of injustice, feuding, chicanery and natural disasters told through the words of Lincolnshire people. When the normal channels for righting wrongs or asking favours were unavailable, the people of medieval England petitioned their kings – in parliament, council, or chancery. Lincolnshire's inhabitants took full advantage of these opportunities, and their stories are told now through their petitions drawn from The National Archives, edited here. The introduction sets the documents within England's administrative, legal, political, economic and social framework, and is followed by the texts of almost 200 petitions, accompanied by extensive notes.

GWILYM DODD is Associate Professor of History at the University of Nottingham; ALISON K. MCHARDY was formerly Reader in Medieval English History at the University of Nottingham.

**LINCOLN RECORD SOCIETY**

www.boydellandbrewer.com
A History of the County of York: East Riding
Volume X: Part 1: Howdenshire: the Townships
Edited by DAVID CROUCH
An authoritative account of an important area centred around the town of Howden.
This is the first part to be published of a two-part volume on the East Riding liberty and wapentake of Howdenshire. It deals with the nineteen civil parishes and townships which made up the liberty outside the town of Howden itself. Its special nature, which is mostly ancient woodland reclaimed in the twelfth century, is explored via in-depth sections on drainage and river defence, with a reconstruction of the unique medieval and early modern scheme developed to contain the River Ouse and empty the drainage dykes.
£95/$165(s) December 2019
978 1 90435 650 9
41 b/w illus.; 352pp, 30.4 x 20.8, HB
VICTORIA COUNTY HISTORY

A History of the County of Staffordshire
XII: Tamworth and Drayton Bassett
Edited by NIGEL J. TRINCHAM
A comprehensive history of the town of Tamworth and its environs.
In the centre of a parish with several townships, Tamworth was important for the rulers of pre-Viking Mercia and became a burh in 913 under Athelfled, “lady of the Mercians”, who may also have installed relics of St Edith in the church there. Although a castle was built after the Norman Conquest, its lords did not control the town, which became a corporation under the Normans of southern Italy; Angeline kingship in the writings of Hugh of Lincoln and Adam of Eynsham; and Ralph Niger’s criticism of crusading.
CONTRIBUTORS: Mary Elizabeth Blanchard, Constance B. Bouchard, John Cotts, Sarah Hamilton, Ryan Kemp, Markus Krumm, Francesca Petrizzo, William J. Purkiss, Robin S. Reich
£50/90(s) May 2020
978 1 78327 485 7
20 colour & 4 b/w illus.; 272pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Haskins Society Journal
BOYDELL PRESS

The Haskins Society Journal 30
2018. Studies in Medieval History
Edited by LAURA L. GATHAGAN, WILLIAM NORTH & CHARLES C. ROYGER
New insights into key texts and interpretative problems in the history of England and Europe between the eighth and thirteenth centuries. Topics addressed in this latest volume include a reassessment of Aelfryth and her place in the society and governance of tenth-century England; re-examination of post-Carolingian Europe; the Norman world of southern Italy; and the posthumous reputation, while the Allen Brown Memorial Lecture offers new approaches to the history of England and interpretive problems in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, including articles on Eadmer’s Historia Novorum, Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s Historia Normannorum, the historical profession at Durham, and the use of charters to understand the role of women in the Norman march of Wales. Other contributions examine canon law in late twelfth-century England, and Angeline rule in Normandy in the time of Henry fitz Empress. The Old English world is also represented in the volume: there is a fresh investigation into Harold Godwine’s posthumous reputation, while the Allen Brown Memorial Lecture offers new approaches to the reign of Aethelred the Unready.
CONTRIBUTORS include: Emma Cavell, John Gillingham, Mark Hagger, Fraser McNair, Charlie Rozier, Nicholas Ruffini, Danica Summerlin, Ann Williams
£50/90(s) June 2020
978 1 78327 522 9
174pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
The Haskins Society Journal
BOYDELL PRESS

Anglo-Norman Studies XLI
Proceedings of the Battle Conference 2019
Edited by STEPHEN CHURCH
These wide-ranging articles represent the cutting edge of recent Anglo-Norman scholarship.
There is a particular focus on historical sources for the eleventh and twelfth centuries, including articles on Eadmer’s Historia Novorum, Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s Historia Normannorum, the historical profession at Durham, and the use of charters to understand the role of women in the Norman march of Wales. Other contributions examine canon law in late twelfth-century England, and Angeline rule in Normandy in the time of Henry fitz Empress. The Old English world is also represented in the volume: there is a fresh investigation into Harold Godwine’s posthumous reputation, while the Allen Brown Memorial Lecture offers new approaches to the reign of Aethelred the Unready.
CONTRIBUTORS include: Emma Cavell, John Gillingham, Mark Hagger, Fraser McNair, Charlie Rozier, Nicholas Ruffini, Danica Summerlin, Ann Williams
£50/90(s) June 2020
978 1 78327 522 9
174pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Anglo-Norman Studies
BOYDELL PRESS

The Fifteenth Century XVII
Finding Individuality
Edited by LINDA CLARK
This series [pushes] the boundaries of knowledge and [develops] new trends in approach and understanding.
ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW
The essays collected here cast light on the factors that made or defined an individual, and the ways in which the men and women concerned gave expression to their individuality. Topics addressed include contemporary expectations of Margaret of Anjou; the character of Henry V as shown by his personal correspondence; and the danger of being a lawyer in the fifteenth century.
CONTRIBUTORS: Linda Clark, Chris Given-Wilson, Anthony Gross, David Grummitt, Samuel Lane, Simon Payling, Alice Raw, Anne F. Sutton, Deborah Youngs
£50/90(s) March 2020
978 1 78327 522 9
174pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
The Fifteenth Century
BOYDELL PRESS

Journal of Medieval Military History
Volume XVIII
Edited by JOHN FRANCE, KELLY DEVRIES & CLIFFORD J. ROGERS
The Journal of Medieval Military History continues to consolidate its now assured position as the leading academic vehicle for scholarly publication in the field of medieval warfare. MEDIEVAL WARFARE
This volume includes an analytical narrative of the eastern campaigns of Henry II (1003-1017), demonstrating the strength and sophistication of German military institutions in this early period; a social-history approach to the First Crusade, looking at how European trends towards increasing political participation by the common people played out in the crusading army; and the role and importance of cavalry in the siege-based warfare of the later Hundred Years War.
CONTRIBUTORS: Fabrizio Ansani, David S. Bachrach, Pierre Courroux, Michael John Harbinson, David Jones, Befiat Elortza Larrea, Jason MacLeod, Clifford J. Rogers, Trevor Russell Smith, Sarolta Tátrai
£60/99(s) June 2020
978 1 78327 522 9
10 b/w illus.; 308pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Journal of Medieval Military History
BOYDELL PRESS
The Dynastic Drama of Beowulf
FRANCIS LENEGHAN

A strikingly original approach to Beowulf.

The original audience of Beowulf was steeped in ancient Scandinavian royal legend. But for modern readers of the poem, these traditions are frustratingly obscure and confusing. This book argues that Beowulf is a dynastic drama centred on the fortunes of three great royal houses, the Scyldings, Scyldings and Hrethlings. At the centre of the poem is the titular Geatish hero, whose adventures provide the link between these three dynasties. By unravelling the web of Scandinavian royal legends known to the work’s original audience, the volume allows the modern reader to better appreciate the role of the monsters as portents of dynastic and national crises.

FRANCIS LENEGHAN is Associate Professor of Old English at The University of Oxford and a Fellow of St Cross College.

£60/$99(s) March 2020
978 1 84384 551 5, ebook 978 1 78744 678 6
1 b/w illus., 252pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Anglo-Saxon Studies

Debating with Demons
Pedagogy and Materiality in Early English Literature
CHRISTINA M. HECKMAN

A consideration of the theme of demons as teachers in early English literature.

In early English literature ca 700–1000 C.E., demons are represented as teachers who use methods of persuasion and argumentation to influence their "pupils". By deploying these methods, related to the liberal arts of rhetoric and dialectic, demons become masters of verbal manipulation. Their pupils are frequently women or Jews, seemingly marginal figures but who often oppose the authority of demonic pedagogues and challenge their deceptive lessons. This book argues that these encounters between demonic teachers and their pupils are both epistemological, altering the state of being. As the pupils “learn”, the physical locations they occupy align with rhetorical and dialectical topoi, or conceptual spaces in the mind, as minds, souls, bodies, and places are integrated into cohesive lived experience.

CHRISTINA M. HECKMAN is Professor of English at Augusta University, Georgia.

£60/$99(s) August 2020
978 1 84384 565 2, ebook 978 1 78744 842 1
224pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Anglo-Saxon Studies

Slow Scholarship
Medieval Research and the Neoliberal University
Edited by CATHERINE E. KARKOV

A powerful claim for the virtues of a more thoughtful and collegiate approach to the academy today.

This book offers a response to the culture of metrics, mass digitisation, and accountability (as opposed to responsibility, or citizenship) that has developed in higher education worldwide, as exemplified by the UK’s Research Excellence Framework exercise (REF), and the increasing bureaucracy that limits the time available for teaching, research, and even conversation and collaboration. Ironically, these are problems that will be solved only by academics finding the time to talk and to work together.

The essays collected here both critique the culture of speed in the neoliberal university and provide examples of what can be achieved by slowing down, by reclaiming research and research priorities, and by working collaboratively across the disciplines to improve conditions. They are informed both by recent research in medieval studies and by the problematic culture of twenty-first century higher education.

The contributions offer very personal approaches to the academic culture of the present moment. Some tackle issues of academic freedom head-on; others more obliquely; but they all have been written as declarations of the academic freedom that comes with slow thinking, slow reading, slow writing and slow looking and the demonstrations of its benefits.

CATHERINE E. KARKOV is Professor and Chair of Art History at the University of Leeds.

CONTRIBUTORS: Lara Eggleton, Karen Jolly, Chris Jones, James Paz, Andrew Prescott, Heather Pulliam

£30/$34.95(s) September 2019
978 1 84384 538 6, ebook 978 1 78744 704 2
10 b/w illus.; 182pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
Essays and Studies
The Court of Richard II and Bohemian Culture
Literature and Art in the Age of Chaucer and the Gawain-Poet
ALFRED THOMAS

The first detailed exploration of the role played by Bohemian tradition and customs on the court of Richard II.

This book argues that Richard’s marriage to Anne of Bohemia, daughter of the Holy Roman Emperor Charles IV, one of the greatest rulers and patrons of the age, exposed England to the full extent of international court culture. Bohemian writers, including Chaucer, Gower and the Gawain-poet, wrote in their native language not because they felt “English” in the modern national sense but because they aspired to be part of a burgeoning vernacular European culture stretching from Paris to Prague and from Brabant to Brandenburg; thus, one of the major periods of English literature can only be properly understood in relation to this larger European context.

ALFRED THOMAS is Professor of English at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

£60/996($) June 2020
978 1 84384 566 9
41 colour illus.; 208pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Writing Regional Identities in Medieval England
Intercultural Perspectives
EMILY DOLMANS

An examination of regional identity in texts from medieval England.

This book examines the diversity of Englishness and how English writers imagined their place in the world. The period after the Norman Conquest saw a dramatic reassessment of what it meant to be English, owing to both the advent of Anglo-Norman rule and increased interaction with other cultures. While cultural contact is often thought to consolidate national identity, this book proposes that these encounters prompted the formation of intercultural regional identities such that the meaning of English identity varied from region to region, and became rooted in the land, its history, and its stories. Using romances and histories from England’s multilingual literary milieu, this study examines some of England’s contact zones and how they influence understandings of English identities during the twelfth to fourteenth centuries.

EMILY DOLMANS is a lecturer in Medieval Literature at the University of East Anglia.

£60/996($) October 2020
978 1 84384 566 9, ebook 978 1 78744 898 9
2 b/w illus.; 302pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

The Mélusine Romance in Medieval Europe
Translation, Circulation, and Material Contexts
LYDIA ZELDENRUST

The legend of Mélusine examined in a pan-European context.

Readers have long been fascinated by the enigmatic figure of Mélusine – a beautiful fairy woman cursed to transform into a half-serpent once a week, whose part-monstrous sons are the ancestor of several European noble houses. This study is the first to consider how this romance developed from a local legend to European bestseller, analysing versions in French, German, Castilian, Dutch, and English.

LYDIA ZELDENRUST is a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at the Department of English and Related Literature at the University of York.

£60/996($) January 2020
978 1 84384 521 8, ebook 978 1 78744 613 7
28 b/w illus.; 285pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Studies in Medieval Romance

D.S. BREWER

The End-Times in Medieval German Literature
Sin, Evil, and the Apocalypse
Edited by ERNST RALF HINTZ & SCOTT E. PINCIKOWSKI

New essays pursue the multifarious functions of end-times in medieval German texts.

The contemporary fascination with the end of the world and of life as we know it would not have surprised our counterparts a millennium ago; only the fact that such an end has not yet occurred. This book explores how end-times were envisioned in medieval Germany. Drawing upon methodologies including adaptation theory, gender analysis, space and place studies, reception studies, and memory studies, the essays in this book uncover the rhetorical, didactic, narratological, mnemonic, thematic, cultural, and political functions of end-times in medieval German texts.

ERNST RALF HINTZ is Professor of German and Medieval Studies at Truman State University; SCOTT E. PINCIKOWSKI is Professor of German at Hood College.


£75/996($) December 2019
978 1 57113 389 4, ebook 978 1 78744 693 9
3 b/w illus.; 302pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Studies in German Literature Linguistics and Culture

CAMDEN HOUSE

Mobility and Identity in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
SARAH BRECKENRIDGE WRIGHT

The movement of the pilgrims in the Tales explored both practically and metaphorically, showing it to be an expression of identity.

How does the movement of the pilgrims en route to Canterbury shape the world around them, and how are they shaped by their world? This volume seeks to answer these questions by exploring expressions of mobility in Chaucer’s frame narrative and tales. Combining the theoretical and historical methods of literary analysis with the interpretive tools of cultural geography and ecocriticism, it argues that movement is the medium through which identity is performed in The Canterbury Tales.

SARAH BRECKENRIDGE WRIGHT is an assistant professor of English at Duquesne University.

£60/996($) March 2020
978 1 84384 552 2, ebook 978 1 78744 693 9
3 b/w illus.; 218pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Chaucer’s Prayers
Writing Christian and Pagan Devotion
MEGAN E. MURTON

A close examination of the prayers in Chaucer’s poetry sheds significant new light on his poetic practice.

In a culture as steeped in communal, scripted acts of prayer as Chaucer’s England, a written prayer asks not only to be read, but to be inhabited: its “I” marks a space that readers are invited to occupy. This book examines the implications of accepting that invitation when reading Chaucer’s poetry. Both in his often-overlooked pious writings and in his ambitious, innovative pagan narratives, the “I” of prayer provides readers with a subject-position that can be at once devotional and literary – a stance before a deity and a stance in relation to a poem. Chaucer uses this uniquely open, participatory “I” to implicate readers in his poetry and to guide their work of reading.

MEGAN MURTON is Assistant Professor of English at The Catholic University of America.

£50/996($) June 2020
978 1 84384 559 1, ebook 978 1 78744 692 2
187pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
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Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
Writing Christian and Pagan Devotion
MEGAN E. MURTON

A close examination of the prayers in Chaucer’s poetry sheds significant new light on his poetic practice.

In a culture as steeped in communal, scripted acts of prayer as Chaucer’s England, a written prayer asks not only to be read, but to be inhabited: its “I” marks a space that readers are invited to occupy. This book examines the implications of accepting that invitation when reading Chaucer’s poetry. Both in his often-overlooked pious writings and in his ambitious, innovative pagan narratives, the “I” of prayer provides readers with a subject-position that can be at once devotional and literary – a stance before a deity and a stance in relation to a poem. Chaucer uses this uniquely open, participatory “I” to implicate readers in his poetry and to guide their work of reading.

MEGAN MURTON is Assistant Professor of English at The Catholic University of America.

£50/996($) June 2020
978 1 84384 559 1, ebook 978 1 78744 692 2
187pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
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D.S. BREWER
Female Desire in Chaucer’s Legend of Good Women and Middle English Romance

LUCY M. ALLEN-GOSS

An examination of female same-sex desire in Chaucer and medieval romance.

This book aims to re-centre female desire. Identifying a feminine or lesbian hermeneutic in late-medieval English literature, it offers new approaches to medieval texts often denigrated for their omissions and fragmentation, their violence and uneven poetic texture. The hermeneutic tradition Chaucer inherited, stretching from Jerome to Jean de Meun, represents female bodies as blank tablets awaiting masculine inscription, rather than autonomous agents. In the Legend, Chaucer considers the unspoken problem of female desires and bodies that resist, evade, and orient themselves away from such a position.

Can women take on hermeneutic authority, without rendering themselves monstrous or self-defeating? This question resonates through three Middle English romances succeeding the Legend: the alliterative Morte Arthure, the Sowndome of Babylon, and Undo Your Door. With combative innovation, they repurpose the hermeneutic tradition and Chaucer’s use of it to celebrate an array of audacious female desires and embodiments which cross and re-cross established categories of masculine and feminine, licit and illicit, animate and inanimate. Together, these texts make visible the desires and the embodiments of women who otherwise slip out of visibility, in both medieval and post-medieval contexts.

LUCY ALLEN-GOSS is an Irish Research Council postdoctoral research fellow in the Department of History at Trinity College, Dublin.

D.S. BREWER

John Gower in Manuscripts and Early Printed Books

Edited by MARTHA DRIVER, DEREK PEARSSALL & R.F. YEAGER

Essays considering the relationship between Gower’s texts and the physical ways in which they were first manifested.

This volume represents a major collaboration between specialist scholars in manuscript and book history, and experts in Gower more generally, breaking new ground in approaching Gower through first-hand study of his publications in manuscript and print. Its chapters consider such matters as manuscript and book illumination, provenance, variant texts and editions, scribes, and printers, looking at how, and to what degree, the materiality of the vellum, paper, ink and binding illuminates the poet and his poetry.

MARTHA DRIVER is Distinguished Professor of English and Women’s and Gender Studies at Pace University; DEREK PEARSSALL is Gurney Professor of English Literature, Emeritus, Harvard University; R.F. YEAGER is Professor of English and Foreign Languages, Emeritus, University of West Florida.


D.S. BREWER

Historians on John Gower

Edited by STEPHEN H. RIGBY, with SIAN ECHARD

John Gower’s poetry offers an important and immediate response to the turbulent events of his day.

The late fourteenth century was the age of the Black Death, the Peasants’ Revolt, the Hundred Years War, the deposition of Richard II, the papal schism and the emergence of the heretical doctrines of John Wyclif and the Lollards. Although addressed by both Chaucer and Langland, it is, above all, in the verse of John Gower that we find the most direct engagement with contemporary events. Here, a number of eminent medievalists seek to demonstrate what historians can add to our understanding of Gower’s poetry and his ideas about society (the nobility and chivalry, the peasants and the 1381 revolt, urban life and the law), the Church (the clergy, papacy, Lollardy, monasticism, and the friars) gender (masculinity and women and power), politics (political theory and the deposition of Richard II) and science and astronomy. The book also offers an important reassessment of Gower’s biography based on newly-discovered primary sources.

STEPHEN RIGBY is Emeritus Professor of Medieval Social and Economic History at the University of Manchester; SIAN ECHARD is Professor of English, University of British Columbia.

CONTRIBUTORS: Mark Bailey, Michael Bennett, Martha Carlin, James Davis, Seb Falk, Christopher Fletcher, David Green, David Lepine, Martin Heale, Katherine Lewis, Anthony Musson, Stephen Rigby, Jens Röhrkasten

D.S. BREWER
Studies in the Age of Gower
A Festschrift in Honour of R.F. Yeager
Edited by SUSANNAH MARY CHEWNING
New perspectives on one of the most important medieval poets.
These essays pay tribute to the distinguished career of Professor R.F. Yeager. Appropriately for one who has so done so much to advance scholarship and critical debate on this poet, they focus on John Gower. The approaches taken range widely, from poetics to palaeography, from close critical interpretation to ecocriticism, offering important new readings of Gower and his age. Particular topics addressed include Gower’s revisions to the Tale of Rosiphilee; theological and philosophical positions within Gower’s work; the violence of manuscript images of the Confessio Amantis; and the views of a fellow poet on Gower – Edward Thomas.

SUSANNAH MARY CHEWNING is Senior Professor of English, Union County College.


600/899(s) April 2020
978 1 84384 546 1, ebook 978 1 78744 594 9
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The Eneados
Gavin Douglas’s Translation of the Aeneid. Volume I: Introduction and Commentary
Edited by PRISCILLA BAWCUTT with IAN CUNNINGHAM

The first volume in a new edition of Douglas’s “Eneados”, providing a comprehensive introduction and commentary.

Although Virgil’s Aeneid was one of the most widely admired works of the European Middle Ages, the first complete translation to appear in any form of English was Gavin Douglas’s magisterial verse rendering into Older Scots, completed in 1513, which he called the “Eneados”. It included not only the twelve books of Virgil’s original, but a thirteenth added by the Italian humanist scholar Mafhaerus Vegius, and original prologues to every book. D.F.C. Coldwell’s four-volume modern edition of it was published in 1957-64 for the Scottish Text Society, but has long needed revision. This new edition will provide a corrected version of Coldwell’s text and variants in subsequent volumes. The first volume offers a wealth of new scholarship, comparing Douglas’s text to his exact Latin source (first identified by Professor Bawcutt in a 1973 essay reprinted here); vastly expanding the Commentary; offering detailed new analysis of the manuscript and print witnesses to the text and its early reception and circulation; and surveying modern Douglas criticism.

600/899(s) August 2020
978 1 89797 642 5
1 b/w illus.; 368pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Scottish Text Society Fifth Series

SCOTTISH TEXT SOCIETY

The Virgin Mary’s Book at the Annunciation
Reading, Interpretation, and Devotion in Medieval England
LAURA SAETVEIT MILES
An overlooked aspect of the iconography of the Annunciation investigated: Mary’s book. The Annunciation remains one of the most recognizable scenes in western Christianity: the angel Gabriel addressing the Virgin Mary, capturing the moment when Christ becomes incarnate. But one consistent detail has evaded our scrutiny – Mary’s book. What was she reading? What does her book mean? This innovative study traces the history of Mary’s book at the Annunciation from the early Middle Ages through to the Reformation, focusing on a wide variety of religious treatises, visionary accounts, and art. It argues that the Virgin provided a sophisticated model of reading and interpretation that was foundational to devotional practices across all spectrums of society in medieval England, and especially for enclosed female readers. By imitating the Virgin, readers learned how to read; they learned how to pray; they learned how to channel God through vision and revelation. Most of all, they learned how to conceive God spiritually, just as Mary had conceived him physically, and just as she had conceived intellectually her reading of the Old Testament prophecies foretelling the Incarnation – that she herself was part of their fulfilment. The Annunciation offered a hermeneutic model of conception radically based on the reproductive female body, otherwise deeply problematic in medieval culture.

LAURA SAETVEIT MILES is associate professor of English literature at the Department of Foreign Languages, University of Bergen, Norway.

600/899(s) March 2020
978 1 84384 534 8, ebook 978 1 78744 878 0
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Margery Kempe's Spiritual Medicine
Suffering, Transformation and the Life-Course
LAURA KALAS
The Book of Margery Kempe is set in the context of medieval medical discourse. Margery Kempe's various illnesses, mental, spiritual and physical, are a recurring theme in her Book. This volume, the first full-length interdisciplinary study from a medical humanities perspective, offers a medicalized reading of Kempe's spirituality in the context of the ubiquitous medieval notion of Christ the Physician, and thus a new way of interpreting the Book itself: as a narrative of Kempe’s own engagement with the medical paradigms of which she has previously been a passive subject. Focusing on the interactions of medicine, mysticism and reproduction as a feminist project, the author explores the ontology of female flesh; the productive use of pain, suffering and sickness; and the ethics of a maternal theology.
LAURA KALAS is a Lecturer in Medieval Literature at Swansea University.

Women Intellectuals and Leaders in the Middle Ages
Edited by KATHRYN KERBY-FULTON, KATIE BUGYIS & JOHN VAN ENGEN
A wide-ranging examination of women’s achievements in and influence on many aspects of medieval culture. Medieval women were normally denied access to public educational institutions, and so also denied the gateways to most leadership positions. Modern scholars have therefore naturally tended to study learned women either as anomalies, and more generally as victims. This volume argues instead for a more multidisciplinary approach, scholars here show that more medieval women attained some form of learning than hitherto imagined, and that women either as anomalies, and more generally have therefore naturally tended to study learned material; although the primary focus is on Old Norse-Icelandic literature.

STUDIES IN OLD NORSE LITERATURE
Studies in Old Norse Literature aims to provide a forum for monographs and collections engaging with the literature produced in medieval Scandinavia, one of the largest surviving bodies of medieval European literature. The series investigates poetry and prose alongside translated, religious and learned material; although the primary focus is on Old Norse-Icelandic literature, studies which make comparison with other medieval literatures or which take a broadly interdisciplinary approach by addressing the historical and archaological contexts of literary texts are also welcomed. It offers opportunities to publish a wide range of books, whether cutting-edge, theoretically informed writing, provocative revisionist approaches to established conceptualizations, or strong, traditional studies of previously neglected aspects of the field. The series will enable researchers to communicate their findings both beyond and within the academic community of medievalists, highlighting the growing interest in Old Norse-Icelandic literary culture.

Visit http://boybrew.co/oldnorse for details.

NORSE LITERATURE
Masculinities in Old Norse Literature
Edited by GARETH LLOYD EVANS & JESSICA CLARE HANCOCK
The first full investigation of masculinities in Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
Compared to other areas of medieval literature, the question of masculinity in Old Norse-Icelandic literature has been understudied, a neglect which this volume aims to rectify. The essays collected here introduce and analyse a spectrum of masculinities, from the sagas of Icelanders, contemporary sagas, kings’ sagas, legendary sagas, chivalric sagas, bishops’ sagas, and eddic and skaldic verse, producing a broad and multifaceted understanding of what it means to be masculine in Old Norse-Icelandic texts. A critical introduction places the essays in their scholarly context, providing the reader with a concise orientation in gender studies and the study of masculinities in Old Norse-Icelandic literature.

A Critical Companion to Old Norse Literary Genre
Edited by MASSIMILIANO BAMPi, CAROLYNE LARRINGTON & SIF RIKHARdDSoTTiR
A comprehensive guide to a crucial aspect of Old Norse literature.
In Old Norse studies, genre has been central to the categorisation, evaluation and understanding of medieval prose and poetry alike; yet its definition has been elusive and its implications often left unexplored. This volume opens up fundamental questions about Old Norse genre in theory and in practice. It offers an extensive range of theoretical approaches, investigating and critiquing current terms and situating its arguments within early Scandinavian and Icelandic oral-literary and manuscript contexts. It maps the ways in which genre and form engage with key thematic areas within the literary corpus, noting the different kinds of impact upon the genre system brought about by conversion to Christianity, the gradual adoption of European literary models, and social and cultural changes occurring in Scandinavian society.

The Mappa Mundi of Medieval Iceland
DALE KEDWARDS
An innovative, interdisciplinary approach to the understudied Icelandic mappa mundi. The Icelandic mappa mundi (maps of the world), drawn between c. 1225 and c.1400, are contemporary to the breathtaking rise of its vernacular literary culture, and provide important insights into the Icelanders’ geographical awareness, but as complex registers of Icelandic national self-perception and imagining, considering them in their various contexts, notably the physical. It reveals fully how Icelanders used the cartographic medium to consider fantasies of national origin, their political structures, and place in Europe. The small canon of Icelandic word maps is reproduced here photographically, with their texts presented alongside English translations, enabling a wider understanding.
DALE KEDWARDS is Queen Margrethe II Distinguished Research Fellow at Stofnun Vigdísar Finnbogadóttur and Fjó-minjasafnið Íslands.

See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for details of the editors and the full list of contributors
Anglo-Saxonism and the Idea of Englishness in Eighteenth-Century Britain

DUSTIN M. FRAZIER WOOD

**A unique discussion of the importance of the Anglo-Saxon past to eighteenth-century England.**

Early in the eighteenth century, scholars and politicians devised a rhetoric of Anglo-Saxon inheritance in response to the Hanoverian succession, and participants in Britain’s burgeoning antiquarian culture adopted simultaneously affective and scientific approaches to Anglo-Saxon remains. Patriotism, imagination and scholarship informed the writing of Enlightenment histories that presented England, its counties and its towns as Anglo-Saxon landscapes. Those same histories encouraged English readers to imagine themselves as the descendants of Anglo-Saxon ancestors – as did history paintings, book illustrations, poetry and drama that brought the Anglo-Saxon past to life. Drawing together these strands of scholarly and popular medievalism, this book identifies Anglo-Saxonism as a multifaceted, celebratory and inclusive idea of Englishness at work in eighteenth-century Britain.

DUSTIN M. FRAZIER WOOD is a Lecturer in English at the University of Roehampton.

£60/US$99 (h) March 2020
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22 b/w illus.; 239pp. 23.4 x 15.6, HB

**MEDIEVALISM**

**COLLECTIONS**

**Neomedievalism, Popular Culture, and the Academy**

From Tolkien to Game of Thrones

KELLYANN FITZPATRICK

**The medieval in the modern world explored in a variety of media, from film and book to gaming.**

Medievalism – the ways in which post-medieval societies perceive, interpret, reimagine, or appropriate the Middle Ages – permeates popular culture. From Disney princesses to Game of Thrones, medieval fairs to World of Warcraft, contemporary culture keeps finding new ways to reinvent and repackaging the period. This book examines recent evolutions of (neo)medievalism across multiple media, from Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings to the film Beowulf and medieval gaming.

KELLYANN FITZPATRICK is an affiliated researcher at the Georgia Institute of Technology, 660/399(s) October 2019
978 1 84384 541 6, ebook 978 1 78744 702 8
244pp. 21.6 x 13.8, HB

D. S. BREWER

**Studies in Medievalism XXIX**

Politics and Medievalism (Studies)

Edited by KARL FUGELSO

**Essays on the post-modern reception and interpretation of the Middle Ages.**

Many professional politicians ground their biases in (supposedly) medieval beliefs, align themselves with medieval heroes, or condemn their enemies as medieval barbarians. The first essays in this volume directly examine some of the forms this can take. Subsequent papers focus on: Guy Ritchie’s erasure of Wales in King Arthur: Legend of the Sword; medievalist alt-right attempts to turn disenfranchised group against another; Jean-Paul Laurens’s 1880 condemnation of Napoleon III via a portrait of Honorius; Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s wide range of medievalisms; the archaeology of Julian of Norwich’s anchorite cell; the influence of Julian in the Harry Potter series; the origins of introductory maps for medievalist narratives; self-reflexive medievalism in Doctor Who; and sonic medievalism in fantasy video games.

See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for the full list of contributors
660/399(s) March 2020
978 1 84384 556 0
23 b/w illus.; 262pp. 23.4 x 15.6, HB
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**New Medieval Literatures 20**

Edited by KELLIE ROBERTSON, WENDY SCASE, LAURA ASHE & PHILIP KNOX

**The latest volume of this annual work on medieval textual cultures.**

These essays investigate a range of writers from late antiquity to the fifteenth century. They explore encounters between humans and animals in French romance; reflect on what contemporary sound studies can offer to Anglo-French poetry; trace how the reception of Trojan history is influenced by late medieval military practices; attend to the complex multilingualism of a devotional poetry that tests the limits of both language and theology; analyse the ways in which Christ’s sexuality upsets religious typology in late medieval drama; document the lines of national and European affinities found in French poetic manuscripts; and argue for why we should study “ugly” manuscripts of practical instruction.

See its page at www.boydellandbrewer.com for details of the editors and the full list of contributors
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*Arthurian Literature XXXV*

Edited by ELIZABETH ARCHIBALD & DAVID F. JOHNSON

**Essays demonstrate the continued influence and significance of the legend of Arthur.**

The rich vitality of both the Arthurian material itself and the scholarship devoted to it is again manifested here, with the material in this volume ranging from Germanic epic and early Welsh saints’ lives to twenty-first century comic books. Topics include swords in the Arthurian legend; Caradog’s Vita Gildæ; romance; and Steinbeck’s adaptation of Malory.

660/399(s) June 2020
978 1 84384 545 4, ebook 978 1 78744 617 5
192pp. 23.4 x 15.6, HB
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A Catalogue of the Fifteenth-Century Printed Books in the Library of the University of Glasgow

JACK BALEADIN

A catalogue of the substantial collection of the incunabula at the University of Glasgow Library.

The University of Glasgow Library has one of the richest rare book collections in the UK outside London, Oxford, Cambridge and Manchester. There are 1042 incunabula (including many unique items). As witnesses of the first print revolution, these books are fascinating on many levels - as innovative survivors of the technological shift from manuscript to print, as late medieval texts available in duplicate to a commercial mass market for the first time, and as cultural artefacts containing over 500 years of ownership history. This catalogue concentrates on the unique aspects of the books, including details of provenance, evidence of use from annotation, binding, decoration and any other idiosyncratic features such as hand-colouring of woodcuts or manuscript waste used in endpapers.

£150/$250(s) June 2020
978 1 84384 467 9
664pp, 29.7 x 21, HB
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Mediaeval Epigraphy in the City and University of Oxford

A Catalogue

Compiled by JEROME BERTRAM

The many forms and types of inscriptions made in the mediaeval city and university of Oxford.

For the first time, the richness and variety of mediaeval Oxford’s epigraphy are revealed in this comprehensive catalogue of inscriptions from the twelfth century to the mid-sixteenth. Each entry includes the type of artefact, the dimensions where known, the materials and type of lettering, a description, the text of the inscription (with a translation of non-English text), a commentary (including features such as hand-colouring of woodcuts or manuscript waste used in endpapers).

£35/$50(s) August 2020
978 0 90250 976 4
240pp, 23.5 x 15.6, HB
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Greek and Latin Music Theory

Principles and Challenges

EDWARD NOWACKI

An overview of the principles behind ancient and medieval treatises on music theory.

Long recognized as a foundation of musical composition, criticism, pedagogy, and appreciation, the literature of ancient and medieval music theory has maintained its strong position in the academic curriculum up to the present day. Covering a dense theoretical literature from the classical period of ancient Greece to the sixteenth century of the Common Era, these essays present a detailed examination of subjects of concern not only to specialists in the history of theory, but to scholars of the general history of ancient Greek music and the liturgical plainsong of the medieval West.

EDWARD NOWACKI is Professor Emeritus of musicology at the College-Conservatory of Music, University of Cincinnati.

£80/$99(s) June 2020
978 1 58046 995 1
235pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
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Revisiting the Codex Buranus

Contents, Contexts, Composition

Edited by TRISTAN E. FRANKLINOS & HENRY HOPE

The Codex Buranus, compiled, in all likelihood, in South Tyrol in the first half of the thirteenth century, has fascinated modern scholars and performers ever since its rediscovery in 1803. Perhaps more so than many other medieval manuscripts, it is an artefact which demands, and benefits from, an interdisciplinary approach. The chapters here, from scholars in a variety of fields, enable the less well-known aspects of the Codex Buranus – textual, musical, and artistic – to receive greater scrutiny, and bring new perspectives to bear on the more thoroughly explored parts of the manuscript. Making accessible existing discourse and encouraging fresh debates on the codex, the essays advocate fresh modes of engagement with its contents, contexts, and composition. They also examine questions of its reception history and audience.

TRISTAN E. FRANKLINOS is a British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Oxford, and a Junior Research Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. HENRY HOPE has taught at the universities of Oxford and Bern; his research centres on the musical aspects of Minnesang.

CONTRIBUTORS: Gundela Bobeth, Charles E. Brewer, Carmen Cardelle de Hartmann, Albrecht Classen, Johann Drumbl, Tristan E. Franklinos, Peter Godman, Henry Hope, Racha Kirakosian, Heike Sigrid Lammers-Harlander, Jonathan Seelye Martin, Michael Stolz, David A. Traill, Kirsten Yri
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